
20th July 2021 

 

Good afternoon to you all 

Teachers are an optimistic bunch! We started this year with much positivity following the previous 
Summer term lockdown - whilst we were working within very restricted measures, the children were 

in school and we very much looked forward to a year where we could slowly reintroduce some of 
our usual routines. None of us could have imagined that we would be ending the year in the way 

that we did.   

Whilst we can’t ignore the impact of Covid, I am determined to not allow it to overshadow what 
our pupils did achieve this year. They have coped with an ever changing landscape with great   

determination and resilience. There is so much to celebrate; house points - each single one          
reflecting a level of effort or achievement, their progress and enthusiasm in lessons, participation in 
new clubs and activities, getting to grips with online learning and becoming independent learners, 
developing and strengthening friendships, setting and achieving personal challenges for some….my 

list really is endless.  

All of our pupils have dealt with the disappointment of missing their end of term events with     
acceptance and maturity, none more so than our Year 8s. Even before I had made the decision to 

postpone their Celebration Evening, many had already said it shouldn’t go ahead as, at that point, 
fifteen of their friends were self isolating and they didn’t think it was fair for them to miss out on 

the event. They all should be very proud of their response; there was a palpable sense of unity and 
support amongst the pupils. We will miss them but wish them all the very best and look forward to 

seeing them in September for the rescheduled celebrations. 

In sending your children to our school, you are putting great trust in us, both to care for and     
educate them. This year, this couldn’t be more true. So thank you for continuing to trust in us 

through this turbulent year, particularly when there must have been times of real worry for you, as 
there have been for all of us. Thank you too to those of you who, with little warning, made         

arrangements to keep your children at home when we asked them to self isolate. Thankyou for your 
patience and tolerance whilst we sorted out remote learning, trying to balance the needs of         

everyone, whether enthusiastic for more work, or struggling to access any.  

And for all the kind messages of support, particularly when we have been contacting you over the 
last two weeks, we cannot thank you enough. We have been buoyed through a very difficult period 
by your emails, phone calls, cards and letters. The support you have given us throughout this year 
plays a large part in the way pupils have survived and thrived. In some ways, it has been more of 
a challenge than ever to be together as a school community, but in other ways it has highlighted 

the importance of working jointly and co-operatively. I do hope that you can reflect on the        
successes of this year with your son or daughter and we look forward to all that 2021/22 brings.  

The very best wishes to you and your families and we hope you have a fabulous Summer holiday. 

All the staff team at OMS. 



             

 
 
 

 

 

 

Headteacher Awards  

Eleanor has received a Headteacher’s award for outstanding efforts in Braving the Shave and 
raising money for the Macmillan Cancer Care charity. She has shown great commitment and    

dedication to supporting others. As this is written she has raised an amazing £1050 for         
Macmillan! Great job Eleanor, we are all very proud of you here at OMS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alex, Austin and Teddy have all  received a Headteacher’s award for showing great commitment 
and stepping up when their classmates were isolating to ensure that 6DS still had entries in all 

the events on Sports Day.  They showed remarkable dedication, sportsmanship, enthusiasm and 
energy in supporting their class and House so they were still counted in the Sports day scores.  

Well done boys! 

Music Star of the Week  

Congratulations to Nina who passed her Grade 3 Bassoon exam 
with 114 out of 150 giving her a higher pass! Well done Nina! 



Year 5 

French Pizza Designs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5ET—Making Slime 

 

 

 

 

Year 6 

Poetry Recital  

Year 6 pupils learnt about nature poetry and wrote their own poems (on the theme of the dawn 
chorus) in this week's English lessons. This led to poetry recitals taking place in each class - 
with children reciting their own poem by heart - followed by a grand final for the whole of Year 6. 
There was a big emphasis on bringing the writing to life through performance.  

Congratulations to everyone who participated in the final. Judging was extremely difficult, due to 
the very high standard, but the panel decided to award prizes for three recitals that combined 
beautifully expressed poetry with energetic and engaging performance. Our overall winners are: 

Gold: Nina  

Silver: Ava, Alice and Lilly  

Bronze: Elsie and Katie  


